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Salem Partners is pleased to present our insights into various media
related topics that are both dominating the headlines and shaping the
media finance/corporate landscape for 2015 and looking forward to 2016 .

For the media business, 2015 marked a year of major transition and an industry in a state of flux. Major
transactions have reshaped the strategic landscape and disruptive industry trends have changed the
industry at a faster and faster pace. As we look ahead to 2016, we expect to see another year of
significant changes. Below are a small handful of the major events of 2015 that will continue to have a
major impact in 2016 and beyond.


China’s Feature Film Market Grows, Local Films Lead the Charge: Chinese box office grew 49% in 2015 to $6.8
billion, making it the second largest box office territory in the world. Market share of Chinese local films grew to 62%
in 2015, driven in part to encouragement by the Chinese government in the form of blackout periods, limitations on
release dates and other regulations to disadvantage non-Chinese films. The Chinese market is expected to continue its
rapid growth, even in the face of economic uncertainty in the country, and China continues to be the greatest growth
opportunity and also the area of greatest concern and frustration for US-based major studios.



Star Wars: The Force Awakens Arrives, and Disney Stock Sells Off on ESPN Woes: At long last, the first Disney
film in the Star Wars franchise has arrived, and it has performed at the high end of expectations, both financially and
critically. In retrospect, Disney’s $4 billion purchase of Lucasfilm Ltd. in 2012 was a strategic and financial coup, with
sequels, prequels, derivatives, spinoffs and licensing & merchandising opportunities extending far into the future. In
spite of the film’s success, Disney stock has sold off since the opening, driven largely by analysts concerns about
Disney’s crown jewel: ESPN, which is feeling the squeeze of having locked in high sports rights fees amid declining
subscribers, driven in part by cord cutters.



Netflix Global Expansion Continues: With its recent announcement that it has expanded to another 130 territories
across Asia, the Middle East and Africa, making it available in all major territories around the world, except for China,
there is no doubt that it has cemented itself as the only truly global SVOD/television platform. The Company’s effect
on the media business has been broad and swift, and has impacted television and feature film production and
distribution, cable networks and platforms and other content production and distribution businesses around the world –
a trend that will continue in 2016 and beyond.



Major Media Stocks Under Pressure: In 2015 the traditional television business saw the first real elements of
unbundling come to pass with direct to consumer offerings from HBO, CBS, ESPN and others opening the floodgates.
In addition, the short and long-term impact of the cord cutting or cord shaving phenomenon continues to be a source
of debate by analysts. What isn’t in debate is that the traditional economics of the industry are changing, with a
combination of rising sports license fees, bruising network affiliate fee negotiations, declining ratings and evolving
subscriber behavior converging. While changes in this segment of the industry take years or decades, analysts and
investors are increasingly looking far into the future to assess the durability of and risks to a once unassailable business
model.



MVPD Consolidation: 2015 marked a year of significant consolidation in the multichannel video programming
distribution space, including the (later terminated) merger of Time Warner and Comcast, AT&T’s acquisition of
DirecTV, Charter’s acquisition of Time Warner Cable and Bright House Networks, and European telco Altice acquiring
Suddenlink and Cablevision.
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Media stock wreckage: long term trend
or momentary reaction to Pay TV
subscriber decline


Over the last few quarters, major media companies with significant pay television / subscriber reliant businesses have taken
a beating in the public markets, and most of them long before the current stock market downturn. Some of the most
notable brands in entertainment programming, distribution and production have shed significant market capitalization.
Investors are taking a close look at the historically profitable and highest growth aspect within the major media
infrastructure (pay television, cable bundle structure) and reassessing the risk to the business over the long term outlook
because of current disruptions in the market and the rapid pace of change.



The major media companies with the greatest exposure to the pay TV and the cable bundle business model have seen
significant drops in share value over the last twelve months through January 25th, 2016:
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As we have discussed in prior newsletters, drivers of perceived risk have been well-known, but are now drawing increasing
concern from investors, including:
1)
The first historical decline in MVPD subscriber growth
2)
Low consumer demand for “skinny” or “mini” cable bundles
3)
Continuing growth and demand for SVOD services which are now “must have” for younger consumers
4)
Perception that major media conglomerates can’t or won’t adapt to a swiftly changing market and
5)
The new normal of bruising fights between networks and MVPDs over fees



Looking forward, media companies will have to adapt to consumer sentiment, market forces and the changing cable and
streaming landscape in order to succeed. Some potential strategic considerations include:
1)
Offering unique cable bundles that are competitively priced, compete with the streaming offerings in the market
(that still garner an attractive margin
2)
Contemplate the effect of stripping the unwatched networks and marketing and promotion of higher demand (and
higher cost networks…like RSNs)
3)
Potential consolidation and M&A activity (such as the AT&T / DirecTV merger, and tie-in packages to keep subs
on the DirecTV or U-Verse cable platform) which could enable companies to capture economies of scale, better
pricing and offer more diverse distribution and entertainment options for consumers
4)
Taking on the “mobile” question and how to capture consumers on a mass scale who don’t want to subscribe to a
large scale bundle package

Highlighted Media & Entertainment Transactions
Multiple Deals in the MVPD Industry

In the wake of the termination of the merger of Time Warner and Comcast, the MVPD space has continued to be very active in
dealmaking. AT&T’s $49 billion acquisition of DirecTV cleared regulatory review and closed in July, with other notable deals including
Charter’s announced merger with Time Warner Cable (valuing the target at $78 billion) and acquisition of Bright House Networks for
$10 billion, and European telecom Altice announcing the acquisition of SuddenLink for $9.1 billion and Cablevision for $17.7 billion.

Relativity Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
On July 30, Relativity Media filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, with a stated $500 to $1 billion in liabilities and $100 to $500
million in assets at the time of filing. After several interim debtor-in-possession financings, the bankruptcy court approved funding of
$49.5 million to see the company through the sale process, and in August approved the sale plan proposed by senior lenders Anchorage,
Luxor and Falcon, which have provided a stalking horse bid of $250 million. After advisors Blackstone and FTI received no written
offers for the overall company, the stalking horse bidders agreed to purchase the television business for a credit bid of $125 million.
Relativity (now excluding the television business) has submitted a reorganization plan to the bankruptcy court, with Ryan Kavanaugh
retaining significant control of the company under the proposed plan.

Dalian Wanda Group Acquires Stake in Legendary Pictures
Chinese conglomerate Dalian Wanda Group announced that it had acquired a independent studio Legendary Pictures in January 2016
for $3.5 billion, buying out existing investors Softbank, Waddell & Reed and others in the process. Founder and CEO Thomas Tull is
expected to remain in charge of day to day operations. Wanda’s previous forays into the US entertainment business include the
acquisition in 2012 of AMC Entertainment.
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Valuation, Consulting and Strategic Advisory:
Multiple valuation assignments for major talent agency
Valuation services for global major studio feature film co-producer
Strategic and financial advisory for potential investor in Relativity
bankruptcy process
Valuation and strategic advisory services for major scripted television
producer
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Valuation of high profile music publishing catalog in connection with tax
and estate planning

Since the firm’s inception, Salem Partners has completed hundreds of financial and strategic advisory assignments in the media and entertainment space, including
advising on more than 40 mergers and acquisitions and financing transactions. Salem Partners also provides valuation services to clients in the media and entertainment
industry, including media companies, banks, financial and strategic investors and others. Our valuation work is used for a wide variety of purposes, including transaction
due diligence, credit facilities, tax, estate planning and support for portfolio valuations.
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